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Mens hairstyles braids 2018

Your hairstyle says a lot about who you are. For men who want to keep their hair neat and orderly while displaying their fashion-forward style, the biggest trend is braiding. The idea of men wearing braids is an old style. Even our first American president wore his hair pulled back into a braid. Today, men with long hair can tame their braids and men with short hair can have as many
braids as they want. The possibilities are limitless. This advanced version of man's cohesive keeps your hair in full control. With the lower layers shaved closely, the upper layers of the braids are easily pulled back into a casual low cog. Requires the skill of a professional stylist, either to provide a precision trim or shave and to create all the free hanging braids. If your hair is too
short, there are many colors and styles of braided extensions available. This braided style allows you to show off your professional side during the day, but packs a solid fashion punch for the nights out. For braids that are versed and easy to manage, this is a great lasting style to try. PDerrett/Getty ImagesEsso is a classic but clearly modern look, braided for men. With a wild
mass of braid extensions, any man will surely turn heads. This is another hairstyle that takes a long time to be accomplished. You should have someone experienced in adding hair extensions in charge, so it has a professional look. Extensions like this can last from four to six weeks, with proper care. It's easy to hold these braids for activities or work. Just add some or all of the
braids back into a man's coe or ponytail when needed, and keep your style cool for the next few weeks. Lorado/Getty ImagesRally, cornrows use small strands of hair. But by using larger hair scans, you can create a different look that works for many hair types. Like the classic cornrows, the hair is braided very close to the scalp and moves from the forehead to the base of the
skull. After that, the braids are free. They're stuck at the end of every braid. This is a look that works for shorter haircuts, too. The braids will not stay so far from the scalp, but the dynamic pattern is as attractive as. This is a look takes less time than the classic cornrows, since there are fewer braids. You may be able to achieve this look at home with the help of a friend.
anilbolukbas/Getty ImagesEven short hairstyles can rock some trendy braids! With layer after layer of tiny braids, this look is easy to maintain and usually lasts a long time. This is good, since you will need the services of a good hairdresser to achieve it. With this style, thin braids the entire scalp. They tend to get up and out around the top of the head, adding an interesting texture
and movement to the look. Braids near the bottom of the head are loose, creating a loose but restrained statement of bold fashion of the hair. shironosov / / ImagesWhat could be easier for a braidbeginner than a single braid? With its simple and bold braid starting at the base of the skull, this braid keeps even the thickest hair under control. Start by secing the hair in half. Then
gather the three equally divided parts of the hair and create a simple box braid. For this style, little experience with braids is required. To make the most of this style, make sure your part is set and the hair sections are the same. This makes a sophisticated and sharp look, perfect for the office or after hours. Hemera Technologies/Getty ImagesSE do you think braids can't be
manly, take a look at the male viking braid. Another unique braid, this look is anything but common. While the traditional single braid begins at the base of the head, this twist begins on the forehead. Joining all the hair into a thick French braid and working it back, every piece of loose hair is woven together. When the back of the head is finished, the braid continues, hanging
perfectly in the center of its shoulder blades. What makes this French braid so manly is the next undercut. Some men prefer to shave that part completely, but if this is too serious for the office, leave a little hair to hide. AleksandarGeorgiev/Getty ImagesCornrows offer great versatility. In this style, the hair is braided vertically on the head instead of from forehead to neck. Between
straight lines, geometric designs are formed with braids, for a dramatic look. Fun and artistic in its design, this hairstyle has endless possibilities. A trained professional can work a variety of designs all over the scalp with this technique, giving you endless looks of a single technique. It will take the skill of a stylist, to create the perfectly formed designs that are made to impress. With
the right care, this style can last several weeks. It will take a long time to complete, even with a professional in charge. But the dramatic results will be worth it. These are the cornrows we're used to, with their bold lines weaving on the back of the head accurately. When the braids come out of the head, they hang and are tied at the ends. If the hair is short, the braids will curl
slightly, maintaining a very clean appearance. This is not the most difficult style to master, but it must be done exactly for the proper visual effect. The hair sections must be the same to create braids of equal size. The spacing between braids has to be the same, too, or the braided lines will appear jagged. It takes a long time for cornrow hair, and the longer the hair is, the longer it
will take. But once the look is achieved, it can last tempo.adamkaz/Getty ImagesIf you love hair extensions but need a look that will be good for the job, making a ponytail out of your head full of box braids can be perfect. You can carry a professional braided braided without cutting all your hair. Once you have your extensions added, just gather these braids into a high ponytail
near the crown. This gives you an orderly look that keeps your hair off your face all day. And when you're ready to party, lose your tie and leave everything hanging. The ponytail you can hold at home. Extensions, however, take a long time. They need a professional with experience to look good. Ranta/Getty Images10. SSSo colored braid extensions that you want long or short
braids, they do not have to be boring. Wake up your style with a touch of colorful extensions for an unforgettable look, day or night. A color change automatically refreshes your obsolete look. Not only for women, these colorful accessories tell the world that you are a man who lives by its rules. Choose a natural-looking color or let your wild side take control with bold shades such
as red wine extensions. electravk/Getty Images Protective styles like braids can take hours to achieve, so of course you want them to look extra fresh when you finally get out of the braider chair. We're talking hair that makes you do a double take and then double tap. Braids, particularly in cultures with strong African influence, is a tradition that goes back generations. And classic
styles are constantly being reinvented and brought to life with a new school. We're seeing beads, patterns that swoop and swirl around the crown, technicolor ombré tones, and braids adorned with wires, handcuffs, butterflies and more. The options are endless, which can be a bit daunting if you're trying to decide on a braided look. But don't be afraid! We're here to help you
navigate through it all with some great celebrity and Instagram inspiration. Whether you're looking to swing straight back, Fulani braids, or the ever popular braids of Janet Jackson Poetic Justice, we have looks that will help you achieve final hair goals. Jordyn Woods unbanked Justin Roberts' new music video, Way Too Much, with a set of braids that were left loose and wavy at
the ends. Offering proof that the scrunchies are making a great comeback, the model used an animal-print version of satirical appearance to hold her braids in a half-up, half-down look. Stylist Vernon François took the concept of a braiding crown to the next level with a royal crown. A few days after Amandla Stenberg debuted long, thick braids with red highlights and a thinner
braid split along her hairline, François reinvented the look by fixing it and covering it with a starry tiara. Taraji P. Henson decided a beautiful set of braids to promote the Empire in South Africa. There's so much beauty going on here, it's hard to choose a favorite element. Did the braid exactly put the middle part of it? The braids left loose in the temples? Or the big gnawed bread,
highlighted braids sitting atop henson henson One thing is for sure: it all come together for an absolutely epic look. Skai Jackson's look comes courtesy of Los Angeles hairdresser LaShondra, who styled the actor's hair into braids of varying sizes, pulled up in a ponytail. And, of course, the baby's hair is straight to perfection. Laurel Harrier wore box braids to BlacKkKlansman's Los
Angeles premiere for a special reason, according to her hairdresser Lacy Redway. Most of us remember iconic 90s moments of seeing Janet Jackson with braids in Poetic Justice or Brandy in Moesha, she captioned an image of Harrier's look. But how many of you know that braids can be traced over 5,000 years ago to about 3500 A.C? In her post, Redway presents a brief
history of braids before mentioning that Harrier chose the look to celebrate the history and culture of box braids. Harrier's braids, which flaunt slightly wavy and loose tips, were styled in a half-up, half-down look, complete with subtle and straight baby hair. Many attendees rocked this hairstyle at Essence Fest, so Mary J. Blige brought the streets of New Orleans to the stage for her
festival performance. Blige ditched her cropped, blonde hair brand for the event, choosing instead to wear long platinum box braids that reached the top of her thighs. Hairstylist Christina Tina Trammell gave multi-hyphenated Erica Ash a gorgeous set of Fulani tresses that looked gorgeous paired with her headturned dress. Trammel also added wooden beads at the ends of Ash's
braids, tying the whole look. This next-level look at the adorable Amandla Stenberg comes courtesy of hair legend Vernon François. François created this multicolored braid because why knot, as he captioned an image of the look on his Instagram page. Hairdresser Sheridan Ward gave Thandie Newton this hairstyle for a panel at cannes lions. The cornrows were braided back
into a slightly swoopy pattern, gathered at the nape of the neck in a low coking that is making us hungry for Cinnabon.For the cover of the June 2017 issue of Allure, Zöe Kravitz's signature micro braids (this time in platinum blonde) were accessory with lovely flowers and butterflies, courtesy of Nikki Nelms. The result? An ether and mystical style. Popular natural hair influencer and
comedian Nneoma is the queen of refining her protective styles in unique ways. Here, she wore one of our favorite childhood accessories —hair bobbles—and wrapped them around the top and bottom of each box braid for a playful look that's simple to replicate on its own. When isn't Solange Knowles giving us a serious inspiration? She not only shocked us by going blonde last
September, but when came out with this set of braids by Susy Oludele, also known as @hairbysusy, we were, as the kids say, shook the AF. We love the mixing and feel of these braids, braids, with beads and white wire. Not everyone likes the taste of sweet corn, but the look of these orange and yellow ombré ombré braids is making me want to eat a bowl full of them. The
braids, made by YouTuber Kersti Pitre, are what she likes to call Kandy Cornrows. We think the name fits perfectly. Kerry Washington's cornrows, which she rocked to film the November 2017 issue of Allure, received an easy, down-to-end vibe with loose edges and some well-placed handcuffs. Here, hairdresser Takisha Sturdivant-Drew shows us that you don't always need edge
control to serve a polished and braided moment. Singer Justine Skye has a gang of girls that includes Kylie Jenner and Jordyn Woods. She also has beautiful hair. All the time. The self-proclaimed Purple Unicorn made a bold statement with this ponytail braided by master braider @guin_gui. Is there any legitimate skill with this braid... and we wouldn't have it any other way.
Speaking in purple, model/dancer Damaris Lewis was a muse of the late Great Prince. They shared the stage and the sensitivity of being fly and fierce, which is what this look of Felicia Burrows is. We especially like the zigzag part between the braids; It's a nice touch. Reminder: Screenshot this and bring to the salon. Jourdan Dunn rocked a set of Lacy Redway braids for the 2015
Met Gala and, of course, nailed the look.St absolutely. The great whirlwind reminds us of a delicious cinnamon bun. This set of braids is giving us 90s vibrations, Ethiopians and fulani at once. We love the way they are styled here with two buns on the front and hanging braids on the back. The accessories only take the look to the next level. Fellas love braids, too. Ask Michael B.
Jordan. While preparing for the successful black panther movie, Jordan grew his hair and rocked braids. We're sure there's more hair inspo to come. And we'll be watching. Watching.
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